Abstract

There are five basic senses in living beings - hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting and feeling. These senses are evolved through millions of years. Now we are moving into the era of 6th sense technology. Basically it sound supernatural, which is beyond science. Sixth Sense Technology is a neck worm wearable gestural interface that amplifies the physical world around us with the digital information. Technology that plays with the human gestures to make the world more interactive and work flow much easier. Its basic use is to cause computers to adapt to human needs. It's a developing technology, once fully developed it has the potential to give human being any source of information about the world around him. The aim of sixth sense is to let the computer assist human in making correct decisions by molding information into various forms. Sixth Sense technology bridges the gap between tangible and non-tangible world. 6th sense is like breathing a new life in the world of virtual reality. Using the 6th sense technology, we can easily change or develop the developing cities or countries into smart cities and developed countries.
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